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Publisher’s Note

Tiny House Events in Colorado

This month brings the 5th Annual Colorado
Tiny House Festival in Brighton, Colorado.
The event will be held on Saturday and
Sunday, June 25th and 26th. This is the same
location as last year in the Adams County Regional
Park at the Adams Country Fairgrounds, located only 15
minutes from downtown Denver. The venue will be held
on 19 acres of beautiful fields, with trees and shaded
areas. Last year over 20,000 people showed up to this
event and they expect this year’s event to be even more
popular.
Three weeks later and only about an hour away will be
the People’s Tiny House Festival in Loveland, Colorado.
This event will take place on Saturday and Sunday, July
16th and 17th at The Ranch Events Complex adjacent to
I-25. Last year over 35,000 people attended this event
and according to early ticket sales, they expect many
more to attend this year.
Both events are all about Tiny Living and will have several tiny homes, bus conversions, vans, and other types
of compact dwellings in which to live small, create less
of a carbon footprint, and save money. These events
have been going on for a few years now and are very
well accepted and promoted throughout the community.
Information about both events is in the Events section of
this issue.
Bus Conversion Magazine will be represented at both
events so stop by and say “Hi”. We would be glad to
meet you and discuss the difference between living in a
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tiny house vs. a bus conversion, as I have lived in both.
Both dwellings have their advantages and disadvantages and one may be better suited to your needs.
A bus conversion is basically a tiny house on wheels.
Some buses are built to travel millions of miles with the
safety and comfort of passengers in mind. Buses are
also built to withstand a lot of abuse by the shaking,
rattling, and rolling incurred when traveling on rough
roads and in any kind of weather. Whereas a tiny home
may look better in a field, or stationary in the woods
with a great view due to it allowing larger, floor-to-ceiling
windows, and many even have a loft.
Tiny houses and bus conversions are becoming more
popular than ever as the price of housing sky-rockets in
many areas. Also, in some states such as Colorado, tiny
home villages are starting to pop up, which allow people
to afford home living. Tiny homes are great for people
who do not mind getting by on less than required to run
a full-size home that is much larger with more amenities.
Living tiny is usually much less expensive, allowing
owners to spend more money enjoying other things like
traveling in the U.S. and abroad which many would rather do. Also, with so many people working from home
and wanting to travel, tiny living has made this lifestyle
so much more popular and more affordable than ever
before.
If you can make it out to either or both Tiny House
events, would be excited wait to see you.
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Please send us your stories of your bus conversions (long or short) and include several digital
photos. We would love to consider your articles for the magazine. Please send them to Gary@BusConversionMagazine.com
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